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Abstract  17 

Much evidence for non-human culture comes from vocally learned displays, such as 18 

the vocal dialects and song displays of birds and cetaceans.  While many oscine birds use 19 

song complexity to assess male fitness, the role of complexity in humpback whale 20 

(Megaptera novaeangliae) song is uncertain due to population-wide conformity to one song 21 

pattern.  Although songs change gradually each year, the eastern Australian population also 22 

completely replaces their song every few years in cultural ‘revolutions’.  Revolutions involve 23 

learning large amounts of novel material introduced from the western Australian population.  24 

We examined two measures of song structure, complexity and entropy, in the eastern 25 

Australian population over 13 consecutive years.  These measures aimed to identify the role 26 

of complexity and information content in the vocal learning processes of humpback whales.  27 

Complexity was quantified at two hierarchical levels: the entire sequence of individual sound 28 

‘units’; and the stereotyped arrangements of units which comprise a ‘theme’. Complexity 29 

increased as songs evolved over time but decreased when revolutions occurred.  No 30 

correlation between complexity and entropy estimates suggests that changes to complexity 31 

may represent embellishment to the song which could allow males to stand out amidst 32 

population-wide conformity.  The consistent reduction in complexity during song revolutions 33 

suggests a potential limit to the social learning capacity of novel material in humpback 34 

whales. 35 

 36 

Background 37 

Vocally learned traits, such as song displays in bird and mammal species, are an 38 

important focus in non-human cultural studies (reviewed by Laland and Janik (1)).  These 39 

vocal learning displays fall along a broad gradient of complexity in their arrangements (2), 40 

from the simple blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) songs (3) to highly complex birdsongs 41 
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such as those produced by the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttate) (4, 5).  Where a display fits 42 

on this gradient can provide insight into the learning mechanisms involved or the function 43 

behind a display.  For example, high song complexity correlates with sexual selection in 44 

several oscine species (6, 7), thus functioning as a metric of male fitness.  Increased song 45 

complexity or repertoire size in some species may also reflect an increased learning capacity 46 

(8, 9).  Known as the ‘cognitive capacity hypothesis’ (9, 10), this suggests that highly 47 

complex songs might indicate more developed cognitive abilities (11) and therefore drive 48 

female sexual selection for males with more complex songs (9). 49 

 50 

A well-studied song display, which is culturally learned, is that of male humpback 51 

whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) (12-14).  These songs have a hierarchical structure and are 52 

sung in a stereotyped pattern (13, 15).  Sounds or ‘units’ of various types are arranged into a 53 

‘phrase’, and phrases are repeated multiple times to create a ‘theme’.  Four to seven different 54 

themes sung in a consistent order create a ‘song’ (13).  Despite males in a given population 55 

conforming to the same song (16), the pattern of the song itself constantly changes (17).  In 56 

most humpback whale populations, songs change progressively each year through cultural 57 

evolutions (14, 16, 17).  In the eastern Australian population however, ‘cultural revolutions’ 58 

also occur every few years where the song is rapidly and completely replaced by a song from 59 

another population (12, 18).  Songs from eastern Australia then spread eastwards across the 60 

South Pacific populations over one to three years (14).  This demonstrates cultural 61 

transmissions in an animal on spatial and temporal scales that have previously only been 62 

documented in humans (14).    63 

 64 

The current study quantified several metrics of song complexity in the eastern 65 

Australian population over 13 consecutive years in order to clarify the underlying song 66 
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learning mechanism.  Complexity scores were derived from several arrangement features and 67 

used to measure changes in song complexity over time (10).  Three sets of complexity scores 68 

were calculated to reflect the song’s hierarchical structure: 1) song-level (number of units, 69 

number of types of units, song duration), 2) theme-level (number of themes, mean phrase 70 

duration, mean theme complexity), and 3) a score combining song-level and theme-level 71 

scores.  Complexity was also evaluated in terms of both pattern predictability (using second-72 

order entropy) and individual-level variation.  Quantifying these components of complexity 73 

in humpback whale song will inform our understanding of the social learning capacity in 74 

humpback whales.  As one of the few  examples of vocal learning in a mammalian species, 75 

humpback whales add an important piece to the knowledge of vocal learning use across 76 

multiple taxa. 77 

 78 

Methods 79 

Song collection and transcription 80 

Recordings of humpback whale song were made every year from 2002-2014 using 81 

fixed hydrophone arrays, autonomous recorders, and boat-based recordings.  Study sites were 82 

along the migratory corridor for eastern Australian humpback whales on the coast of 83 

southeast Queensland, Australia (19).  Songs were visualized as spectrograms and transcribed 84 

by a human classifier (JA) into a numeric sequence of units using a repertoire ‘dictionary’ as 85 

a guide (20).  This dictionary was created based on acoustic features of a representative 86 

subset of units from the eastern Australian population (20).  Song cycles from each year were 87 

transcribed and analysed (20), with a ‘song cycle’ defined here as a stereotyped set of themes 88 

sung in a specific order (13, 15, 16).  36 song cycles were transcribed from each year, except 89 

for 2006 (12 cycles) and 2007 (4 cycles) due to lack of high-quality recordings.  No more 90 

than six song cycles were taken from any single individual.  Because these recordings were 91 
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made during migration, it was assumed that singers on separated days had not been 92 

previously recorded (21-23).   Song cycles were considered to be from one individual if they 93 

occurred in succession with no break in singing.   94 

 95 

Verifying themes and transitions 96 

Unit sequences were grouped into phrase variants and assigned to themes. Themes 97 

were quantitatively identified and verified using the Levenshtein distance similarity index 98 

(LSI) (24, 25).  This analysis was weighted (β=1) to account for acoustic similarity of units 99 

(20, 26).  To ensure that qualitative theme assignments were robust, LSI was calculated 100 

between every possible pair of phrase repetitions in a given year and hierarchically clustered 101 

(20).  See Garland et al. (26) for details on the LSI analysis, acoustic dictionary, and unit 102 

classification.  103 

A single phrase for each theme per year was used as a theme representative in further 104 

analysis (known as the ‘set median’).  Each set median was calculated by finding the phrase 105 

repetition with the highest similarity to all other phrases of a given theme (27).  LSI values 106 

were calculated between every pair of theme set medians in adjacent years.  These values 107 

generated a cost matrix for a weighted LSI analysis of each year’s song based on theme 108 

sequences.  This analysis was used to classify each year’s song as either an evolution or a 109 

revolution (28).  Songs were classified as an evolution if similarity to the previous year’s 110 

song was greater than 0%.  Revolutions were songs that displayed 0% similarity between 111 

itself and the preceding song. 112 

 113 

Complexity Scores 114 

‘Complexity scores’ were generated for each year’s song following Boogert et al. (9) 115 

and Templeton et al. (10).  Song level variables represented the full sequence of units (i.e., 116 
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the complexity of the entire song irrespective of themes), and theme level variables 117 

represented complexity with respect to the presence and content of themes.  Three complexity 118 

scores were generated: one using song level variables, one using theme level variables, and 119 

one using all variables from both levels.  Three song-level variables were used: number of 120 

units per song cycle, number of unit types per song cycle, and duration of each complete song 121 

cycle.  Three theme-level variables were used: number of themes per song cycle, mean phrase 122 

duration per song cycle, and mean individual theme complexity (calculated similarly to song 123 

complexity – number of units for each phrase, number of types of units per phrase, theme 124 

duration).  All variables were condensed using a principal component analysis (PCA) and 125 

represented by a single composite score (9, 10).  For themes present in multiple years (i.e., 126 

evolving themes) individual theme complexity scores were compared among years. 127 

 128 

Individuality 129 

Variability in the songs of individual whales may present another potential source of 130 

song complexity (29).  While a low number of high-quality recordings in 2006 and 2007 131 

prevented the inclusion of the individual variable in complexity scores, it was examined 132 

separately using the presence of individually unique phrase variants (i.e. subtle variants of 133 

phrases sung only by a single individual) as a metric of ‘individuality’.  An additional LSI 134 

analysis separated all phrases in each given year into ‘phrase variants’, representing slightly 135 

different arrangements of the same theme.  Unique phrase variants were sung by a single 136 

individual, while shared phrase variants were sung by at least two individuals (25).  Data 137 

from 2006 (n=2 singers) and 2007 (n=1) were excluded to ensure a representative sample size 138 

per year (18, 30).   The total phrase repetitions recorded each year (including all recorded 139 

repetitions of each phrase variant) were counted.  Of these, the proportion that were unique 140 
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phrase variants was calculated.  These proportions were then averaged by the number of 141 

individual singers to standardise for sampling effort in each year. 142 

 143 

Information entropy estimates 144 

Second order entropy quantifies how predictably a sequence is arranged (31, 32), 145 

which addresses an aspect of song arrangement that complexity scores miss.  In the context of 146 

vocalizations, lower entropy levels typically represent a more redundant message within a 147 

display (33).  Entropy estimates were calculated using the following equation:  148 

 149 

where H2 is second order entropy, P(i) is the probability of occurrence of element i, Pi(j) is 150 

the probability of occurrence of unit j given the preceding unit is element i, and N is the 151 

number of elements (types of units) in the repertoire (31).  Entropy is measured as the 152 

number of bits per song cycle.  Entropy estimates for each year were calculated separately for 153 

1) sequences of themes (i.e., the pattern of different themes making up a song, omitting the 154 

units that made up those themes) and 2) sequences of units (i.e., the pattern of units making 155 

up the entire song). 156 

 157 

Results 158 

Complexity scores formed a quasi-sinusoidal pattern over the 13-year study period 159 

(Fig. 1), based on a total of 412 song cycles from 95 singers (range: 1-13 singers per year, 160 

mean: 7).  Complexity increased as songs evolved, resulting in longer songs containing more 161 

sound units, unit types, and themes.  Following revolutions, complexity decreased so that 162 

new songs were shorter and contained fewer units, unit types, and themes.  All three sets of 163 
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scores were found to be highly correlated (Figure 1), indicating that these trends were present 164 

at both the song and theme hierarchical levels.   165 

 166 

During periods of evolutionary song change, some themes persisted, but evolving 167 

across multiple years (14, 17). To quantify changes in complexity specific to this level of the 168 

song, complexity scores were generated for each of these themes year by year.  Complexity 169 

increased for all evolving themes except for those from 2011-2012 (Fig. 2), with most themes 170 

becoming longer and containing more units and unit types.  These results show that during 171 

evolutionary song change, complexity increased within each of the themes, not just in the 172 

arrangement of the song as a whole. 173 
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 174 

Of the phrase repetitions recorded in each year (range: 703-1863, mean: 1158), the 175 

proportion that were unique variants and thus represented ‘individuality’ ranged from 13% to 176 

59% (mean = 34%).  These proportions represent an average per singer in each year (range: 177 

6-13, mean: 8) to standardise the metric for sampling effort.  Individuality was correlated 178 

with all three complexity scores, most notably during evolutions when both individuality and 179 

complexity increased over time.  Conversely, individuality did not consistently decrease 180 

when complexity decreased.  However, the paucity of data from 2006 and 2007 reduced the 181 

strength of these results, warranting caution in their interpretation.   182 

 183 

 Sequential predictability, measured by second order entropy, determined if more 184 

complex songs were less predictable in the arrangement of their theme or unit sequences.  185 

Theme sequence entropy (predictability of theme order in a song) had an average of 0.3 bits 186 

per song cycle (range 0.04-0.6 bits) while unit sequence entropy for entire song cycles had an 187 

average of 1.2 bits per song cycle (range 0.7-1.8 bits).  There was no significant relationship 188 
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between complexity and entropy estimates (Pearson correlation coefficient with Bonferroni 189 

correction, p=0.52 for unit sequences, p=0.17 for theme sequences) and entropy showed no 190 

clear patterns over time (Fig. 3).  Therefore, predictability in a song arrangement was not 191 

strongly correlated with the complexity of that arrangement. 192 

 193 

 194 

Discussion 195 

A long-term analysis of multiple song complexity metrics found that songs increased 196 

in complexity as they evolved through small and progressive changes.  Parallel trends were 197 

also observed in individual themes; complexity usually increased over time with evolutionary 198 

changes (excepting 2011 and 2012).  During the radical changes of revolution events, songs 199 

were always completely replaced with a simpler song.  This relationship remained consistent 200 

at both the song-level (units, unit types, song duration) and theme-level (number of themes, 201 

mean phrase duration, mean theme complexity).  Changes at both levels of the song’s 202 

structure therefore contribute to changes in complexity.   203 
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 204 

Progressive song changes are thought to come from the novel material each singer 205 

adds to his own song (12, 14, 15).  Singers may embellish their own songs (thus increasing 206 

complexity) in order to stand out amidst the population’s persistent conformity (29).  The 207 

positive correlation between complexity and individuality found here supports this, 208 

suggesting that as songs become more complex, they also become more individually unique.  209 

Therefore, humpback whale song changes could possibly complement the ‘anti-habituation 210 

hypothesis’, which proposes that variation in bird song prevents individuals from becoming 211 

so accustomed to a song that it no longer serves its function (34).  Individuals may also be 212 

attempting to maintain this individuality even when adopting a new, simpler song, accounting 213 

for the lack of parallel decreases in complexity and individuality observed.  However, the 214 

degree of individuality present in a population may also be impacted by other variables, such 215 

as the substantial increase in population size documented over this study period (35, 36). 216 

 217 

The absence of correlation between entropy estimates and complexity indicates that 218 

there may be independent variation between the complexity of a song pattern and how 219 

predicably that pattern is arranged.  Previous unit-level entropy estimates (eastern Australian 220 

2003 song mean = 0.97 bits (37), Hawaiian song mean = 0.99 bits (33)) using first-order 221 

Markov models (equivalent to the methods used here) (33, 37) fall within our reported range 222 

(0.7-1.8 bits, mean = 1.2 bits).  While the predictability demonstrated by these levels of 223 

entropy is expected in a stereotyped display such as humpback whale song, it was unexpected 224 

that predictability would remain relatively consistent over time despite changes to song 225 

complexity or arrangement (38).  Such predictability is likely to make songs easier to learn 226 

and remember, even with complex or novel arrangements, therefore possibly increasing 227 

chances for its spread.   228 
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 229 

Cultural revolution events in eastern Australia originate from new songs introduced 230 

from western Australia with a one or two year delay (18).  Within eastern Australia, these 231 

revolutionary songs are less complex than their predecessors.  The reasons for this are not 232 

clear, but several possibilities exist. One is that revolutions contain large amounts of novel 233 

material, and singers may be constrained by how much new material they can learn in a finite 234 

period (39).  This suggests a potential limit to the social learning rate in humpback whales.  A 235 

second possibility is that western Australian songs are simpler than eastern Australian ones 236 

and are learned with high fidelity.  This seems unlikely as previous work suggests no overt 237 

differences in structure or complexity between western and eastern Australian songs (40).   A 238 

third possibility is that simplification during revolutions occurs due to preference rather than 239 

necessity.  It may be more advantageous to take up a completely novel (albeit simpler) song 240 

than to add complexity to the current song (29).  It is also possible that simplification is a by-241 

product of a limited number of song models.  Few western Australian individuals are likely to 242 

be involved in song transmission, regardless of whether western Australian individuals 243 

immigrate into the eastern Australian population, or whether song transmission occurs on 244 

shared feeding grounds or migratory routes (41).  This would result in the transfer of only 245 

part of the full diversity of western Australian songs to eastern Australia. This seems 246 

unlikely, however, as research suggests equal variation in song both within and between 247 

individuals (29, 42).  Future research should compare song complexity between analogous 248 

songs in east and west Australia to determine which of the proposed explanations is most 249 

likely.  Additionally, quantifying complexity patterns in other populations without revolution 250 

events would determine how cultural revolutions influence song learning and clarify what 251 

learning constraints might be present across populations. 252 

 253 
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Conclusion 254 

Our study presents a consistent pattern in which songs become more complex as they 255 

evolve but are simplified following cultural revolution events.  Large amounts of novel 256 

material presented in these revolutions, combined with the fluctuating song complexity 257 

identified here, suggests that simplification may result from a possible limit on the ability of 258 

humpback whales to learn new material.  Additionally, the lack of correlation with entropy, 259 

despite changes to song complexity and arrangement, suggests embellishment in the song 260 

pattern rather than changes to underlying structure.  The complexity of vocal displays 261 

provides important insight into the structure, learning mechanisms, and evolution of animal 262 

communication (32, 43).  Although studied to varying degrees in several species (9, 38, 44-263 

46), limited research exists on structural complexity in humpback whale song (25, 33).  The 264 

song is a striking example of a culturally transmitted display in animals.  Changes in 265 

complexity over time can help clarify influential factors in the processes of song learning and 266 

cultural transmission, such as possible constraints on social learning capacity.  This will lead 267 

to a more comprehensive grasp of cultural learning in animals, which can in turn help us to 268 

better understand its evolution and current role in humans. 269 
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Figure Legends 441 

 442 

Figure 1 Song complexity scores for each year (2002-2014) representing complexity at 443 

the 1) song-level, 2) theme-level, and 3) total complexity. Revolution and evolution 444 

transitions are demarcated. 445 

 446 

Figure 2 Individual theme complexity scores for evolving themes.  Each theme’s 447 

complexity scores over time are within its respective box.  Boxes contain each set of 448 

evolutionary themes, meaning that the theme progressively evolves from one year to the 449 

next (as indicated by the years on the x-axis).  Each theme was labelled with two numbers 450 

indicating the year (02-14) and a letter to differentiate it from the other themes in each 451 

respective year.  All other themes occurred in a single year. 452 

 453 

Figure 3. Second-order entropy estimates for theme sequences and unit sequences from 454 

2002-2014 in relation to revolution and evolution transitions. 455 
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